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1. Machine Listening
2. Background Classification
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1. Machine Listening
2
• Extracting useful information from sound
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Environmental Sound Recognition
• Goal:  Describe soundtracks with a vocabulary 
of user-relevant acoustic events/sources
• Challenges:
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Environmental Sound Applications
• Audio Lifelog 
Diarization
• Consumer Video 
Classification & Search
• Live hearing prosthesis app































































Zhang & Kuo ’01
• Nonspeech Sound Recognition
Meeting room 
Audio Event Classification
sports events - cheers, bat/ball sounds, 
...
Temko & Nadeu ’06
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Consumer Video Dataset
• 25 “concepts” from 
Kodak user study






































• Grab top 200 videos 
from YouTube search
then filter for quality, 
unedited = 1873 videos
manually relabel with 
concepts
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Obtaining Labeled Data
• Amazon Mechanical Turk
10s clips
9,641 videos in 4 weeks
Columbia Consumer Video (CCV) set
7!
Y-G Jiang et al. 2011
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2. Background Classification
• Baseline for soundtrack classification
divide sound into short frames (e.g. 30 ms)
calculate features (e.g. MFCC) for each frame
describe clip by statistics of frames (mean, covariance)
= “bag of features”
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Codebook Histograms
• Convert high-dim. distributions to multinomial
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Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
• Probabilistic LSA (pLSA) models each histogram 
as a mixture of several ‘topics’
.. each clip may have several things going on
• Topic sets optimized through EM 
p(ftr | clip) = ∑topics p(ftr | topic) p(topic | clip)
use (normalized?) p(topic | clip) as per-clip features
10
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Background Classification Results
• Wide range in performance
audio (music, ski) vs. non-audio (group, night)
large AP uncertainty on infrequent classes
11



































































































MFCC + GMM Classifier
Single−Gaussian + KL2
8−GMM + Bha
1024−GMM Histogram + 500−log(P(z|c)/Pz))
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Sound Texture Features
• Characterize sounds by 
perceptually-sufficient statistics








McDermott  Simoncelli ’09























































1159_10 urban cheer clap
Texture features
1062_60 quiet dubbed speech music
0 2 4 6 8 10
time / s
moments mod frq / Hz mel band moments mod frq / Hz mel band
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Sound Texture Features





MED 2010 Txtr Feature (normd) means
 
 














MED 2010 Txtr Feature (normd) stddevs
 
 














MED 2010 Txtr Feature (normd) means/stddevs
 
 


































~ same as MFCCs
combine well
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Auditory Model Features
• Based on Lyon/Patterson Auditory Image Model
Simplified version is 10x faster (RTx5 → RT/2)
• Captures fine time structure in multiple bands
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Auditory Model Feature Results
• Results vary with class, but fusion helps 15%
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Real-World Dictionary
• BBC Sound Effects as reference library
16
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Big Ben Taxi Bus AtmospheresRural Soundscapes
AutoSport Leisure
Explosions Guns AlarmsElectronically Generated Sounds
Weather 1
Ships And Boats 1























India & Nepal-City LifeIndia Pakistan Nepal-Countrysid
Footsteps 1
Footsteps 2Urban South America
Rural South AmericaHungary
The Czech Republic - Slovakia
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BBC Audio Semantic Classes
• Use BBC Sound Effects Library
2238 sound files 
Short keyword 
descriptions
• Train classifiers for 100 
most common keywords
Select 45 best-performing
• Added as “semantic units”
.. Useful for description?
17
 SFX001–04–01    Wood Fire Inside Stove  5:07    !
 SFX001–05–01    City Skyline City Skyline    9:46    !
 SFX001–06–01    High Street With Traffic, Footsteps!
 SFX001–07–01    Car Wash Automatic, Wash Phase Inside R    !
 SFX001–08–01    Motor Cycle Yamaha Rd 350: Motor Cycle    !
 SFX001–09–01    Motor Cycle Yamaha Rd 350, Rider Runs U!
 290 footsteps       59 men!
 267 on              59 general!
 240 animals         55 switch!
 197 ambience        53 starts!
 193 interior        53 crowds!
 ...                 ...!
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Audio Semantic Results
• Semantic-level feature fusion helps ~15% 
relative
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Audio Semantic Results
• Browsing results is surprisingly good 
(sometimes)
19
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3. Foreground: Transient Features
• Transients = 
foreground events?
• Onset detector 
finds energy bursts
best SNR
• PCA basis to 
represent each
300 ms x auditory freq
• “bag of transients”
20
Cotton, Ellis, Loui ’11
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Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
• Decompose spectrograms into 
templates 
+ activation







Smaragdis  Brown ’03
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NMF Transient Features
• Learn 20 patches from 
Meeting Room Acoustic 
Event data




















0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
time (s)
0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
Patch 1 Patch 2 Patch 3 Patch 4 Patch 5
Patch 6 Patch 7 Patch 8 Patch 9 Patch 10
Patch 11 Patch 12 Patch 13 Patch 14 Patch 15
Patch 16 Patch 17 Patch 18 Patch 19 Patch 20































• NMF more 
noise-robust
combines well ...
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Foreground Event Localization
• Global vs. local class models
tell-tale acoustics may be ‘washed out’ in statistics
try iterative realignment of HMMs:










































K Lee, Ellis, Loui ’10
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Foreground Event HMMs
• Training labels only 
at clip-level
• Refine models by 
EM realignment
• Use for classifying 
entire video...





            Spectrogram : YT_beach_001.mpeg, 
Manual Clip-level Labels : “beach”, “group of 3+”, “cheer”


























































Lee & Ellis ’10
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Refining Ground Truth
• Audio Ground Truth at coarse time resolution
better-focused labels give better classifiers?
but little information in very short time frames
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Refining Ground Truth
• Refining labels is “Multiple Instance Learning”
“Positive” clips have at least one +ve frame
“Negative” clips are all –ve




CDFs of +ve 
and –ve 
frames
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Refining Ground Truth
• Score by aggregating frame labels to whole clip
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4. Open Issues







• Integration with video
28
Frequency Proximity HarmonicityCommon Onset
Barker et al. ’05
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Audio Annotation




CMU 43 label set as basis
• Efficiency of labeling is key
Audio-only vs. audio+video?
Coarse-level human labels 















animal singing clatter 
anim_bird music_sing rustle 
anim_cat music scratch 
anim_ghoat knock hammer 
anim_horse thud washboard 
human_noise clap applause 
laugh click whistle 
scream bang squeak 
child beep tone 
mumble engine_quiet sirene 
speech engine_light water 
speech_ne power_tool micro_blow 
radio engine_heavy wind 
white_noise cheer 
other_creak crowd 
Burger & Metze, CMU, 2012
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Audio-Visual Atoms
• Object-related features 








































Jiang et al. ’09
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Audio-Visual Atoms
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Summary
• Machine Listening:
Getting useful information from sound
• Background sound classification
... from whole-clip statistics?
• Foreground event recognition
... by focusing on peak energy patches
• Speech content is very important
... separate with pitch, models, ...
33
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